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FOREWORD BY PRINCIPAL

Education in MRCET will always reflect the confidence we have 
in our students’ ability, and our aim to create an environment 
where challenges will be taken up by our students as opportuni-
ties. One of the steps to explore not only today’s technical world 
but also innovative levels of a student is the implementation of 
“M-WAVE”, the CSE department’s sophisticated magazine. The 
magazine covers wide range of sections which consists the de-
tails of various workshops, events, certification programmes, cul-
tural programmes, sports activities conducted in MRCET includ-
ing sublime articles and artforms submitted by creative students 
of CSE department. I appreciate the faculty and student commit-
tee to initialize and successfully implement “M-WAVE”. From the 
past few years,editions of “M-WAVE” emphasized the standards 
of the department and its students. Hoping this new edition of 
magazine would incorporate new ideas which depict adept na-
ture of MRCET students.  

Regards,
Dr.V.S.K Reddy,
Principal





FOREWORD BY DIRECTOR
With increasing competition across the world, it is now crucial 
to be exposed to practical applications. Investing time in finding 
out numerous alternatives to a problem space instead of one, 
is a step towards skill enhancement. Such analysis requires an 
innovative mind that can be developed when one is involved 
in creation of intricate works like “M-WAVE”. I’m delighted to 
see how a platform provided by MRCET is fully utilised by the 
student and faculty members. I further advise the students to 
keep exploring while always being enthusiastic about learning 
new things.

Regards,
Prof., Kailash Rao





FOREWORD BY HOD
The real objective of an educational institution is not only to 
score academic excellence but also to provide different plat-
forms, that help students to explore their innate capabilities, 
to test their limitations of imagination power and bring out 
creative ways to overcome almost any challenge. Creation of 
knowledgeable magazine “M-WAVE” is one of those platforms 
provided by CSE Department of MRCET. It is a proud moment for 
the department to see their students put best efforts in creation 
of the magazine that never failed to shine as one of the achieve-
ments of the CSE department. I hope the magazine will be a 
great prototype for the students to evaluate and carry on future 
explorations for skills enhancement.

Regards,
Dr. Sujatha
Head of the Department- CSE.
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“We are honoured to be given the opportunity to create and design 
this year’s edition of M-Wave. When we started designing, our aim was 
to inspire our readers by the articles we have curated and also have 
a fresh reading experience while doing so. This led us to work with 
utmost creativity and paying attention to minute details. We hope 
the magazine serves it’s purpose and ignites a spark in your mind.”

























The one big event in our college which all stu-
dents eagerly wait year long is the annual day. 
28th of March marked the celebration of this 
event by the name “Youth Spring Festival “.The 
event was organized in the college ground with a  
beautifully decorated dias.By  evening,the stage 
was set ,participants ready in their colourful 
costumes and the audience ready to witness a 
grand show. The performing students extended 
their greetings to the audience with a welcome 
dance-a classical dance number.  Students from 
our college and various other colleges attend-
ed the event in large number.There were a lot 
of dance medley performed by the student.
This event witnessed the gracious presence of 
our Chairman Ch. MallaReddy sir who brought 
in new enthusiasm into the students with his 
encouraging speech .Students immersed them-
selves in the celebration.
The performances were given lot of apprecia-
tion and   students  were over- whelmed by the 
response they got from the large audience.

After tons of laughs,high-spirits and blitheness 
, students returned home spending precious 

memories

ANNUAL 

DAY-2K19



EXUBERANZA 2K19 saw MRCET beaming with new 
level of excitement and vibrancy with every depart-
ment showcasing their myriad talents. CSE depart-
ment celebrated this fest under the name ESPIRI-
TO. The department organized vari- ous events to 
bring out the hidden enthu- siasts. Some of those 
events are Poster Presentation, Logo Quiz, Code 
Mania, Mock Interview, Parallel coding, Technical 
paper presentation, Google Feud, Tech- nical Quiz, 
Speak-Up, Start-Up and many more.
The department organized vari- ous events to bring 
out the hidden enthu- siasts. Some of those events 
are Poster Presentation, Logo Quiz, Code Mania, 
Mock Interview, Parallel coding, Technical paper 
presentation, Google Feud, Tech- nical Quiz, Speak-
Up, Start-Up and many.
Dr. V S K Reddy Sir, Principal and Dr. Murali Krishna 
Sir, Dean, Dr. Sujatha, HOD encouraged the partici-
pants with their motivating words and introduced 
the guests for the event.

Later, the principal thanked the guests for their 
valuable remarks. He appreciated their effort in 
making the par- ticipants  aware of the collabora-
tive re- search, a need of the hour.  He agreed to 
the inputs given by the guests and add- ed that in-

make wonders in the areas of research.The event 
received an overwhelming response in all its events 

ESPIRITO

2K19
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 M.Lasya, M.Priya, M.Anusha, L.Vineesha, N.Nikhil, P.Bharath Varma, M.Ashutosh,
 P.Krushi Teja Reddy and Patil Srujan attended a workshop on Android App Development at 
ITT HYDERABAD.

•G.Vyshnavi, G.Eshwar, G.sahith Reddy, J.Pranavi, J.Manisha, K.Vishal, M.Sai 
Priya, M.Anusha and M.Thirumal Reddy attended the swecha summer Internship.

K.Radha Sai Durga, K.Amrutha, G.Eshwar, K.vishal conducted an 
event called COMPILER CRUSHER in MRCET.

G.Sai Teja, G.Sahith Reddy attended a workshop on ETHICAL HACKING conduc-
ted by WAC at BITS HYDERABAD.

Manshia Jaina, Niharika, K.Amurtha attended a workshop on BLOCKCHAIN at BITS.

G.VYSHNAVI has attended a workshop on MACHINE LEARNING at BITS.  

K.S Jyothirmayi did an Internship on HTML, CSS, and BOOTSTRAP at RIDHAN 
TECHNOLOGIES HYDERABAD.

N.Nikhil, P.Bharath Varma, M.Deepika, N.Suhas Anindith, M.V.S Sree Charan and P.Varun 
attended a workshop on DATA SCIENCE at IIT HYDERABAD

machine learning at IIT HYDERABAD.

-DDL (robot training) at HUDDL.ai since 12th June 2019

M.lasya, are RUNNERS in a THROWBALL tournament conducted at MRITS

N.Bhavana, are WINNERS in a BASKETBALL tournament conducted at MRITS

M.Vidya Sagar has attended HACKTHON on Web Development at Brain-O-Vision HI-Tech city



ART BY PATHAN SUFIYA KHAN.



creating your 
       CHARACTER

     Could creating your character be likened to an
  artist creating a sculpture?In my oppinion,I believe 
  that character is not something that just happens
  by itself,any more than a chisel can create a work  
  of art without the hand of an artist guiding it. 
  character is not something you were born with and 

  adversity by itself builds character and I certainly  

  out of certain qualities that you must create and 
  diligently nurture within yourself. just like you would
  plant and water a seed or gather wood and build a 

   to create the sculpture that has previously 
  existed only in your existed only in your imagination.
  But if you are sincerely committed to making yourself 

  abundance even as you are drawing on them everyday of
  your life.  
                        
                                          -H. ravya
                                           3rd year
          



Why ENGINEERING and MEDICINE 

are still the only choices?

It’s a common mentality of the society that everything 
lie either only in an Engineering or Medical which is 
actually untrue. Whomever we ask, you’ll get the same 
answers regarding one’s career choice that is being an 
either engineer or Doctor they feel that’s it and noth-
ing else no other choice we can opt for our better ca-
reer but is it practically possible to just have these two 
choices only? Is there nothing else beyond these two 

you do a survey in India you’d get that maximum num-
ber of students, especially those who’ve secured good 
marks, want to become either an Engineer or Doctor. 
Roughly, it can be determined that almost 90% of In-
dian students want to have engineering or medical as 
their carrier option. One of the main reasons behind 
it is parents forcing students to take science as their 
stream in Intermediate.  After that when they pass out 
an Intermediate examination they’re forced to take ei-
ther an Engineering or Medical. After going through 
several complex processes, they pass out as an Engi-
neer or Doctor .After that, Engineers would try to get a 
job in the companies & Doctors would either work for 
hospitals or start their own clinic and continue their 
lives.

that position, money, respect & 
every good thing lie only in engi-

nothing. Engineering & medical 
are among the most important & 

many of our progresses would 

anyway, doesn’t lie within engi-
neering & medical. The problem 
lies with the fact that whether 

not, the majority of students in 
India are taking either engineer-
ing or medical as their careers. 
The main defect is with the soci-
ety.

They get satisfaction by just la-
beling ‘Engineer’ or ‘Doctor’ in 
front of their names. And par-
ents also feel pride by saying 
that their children are now an 
Engineer or doctor.This is the 
scenario of India at the mo-
ment Actually maximum num-
ber of students doesn’t have a 
feeling that becoming either 
Engineer or Doctor by going 
through the complex process.

BY ASHWINI JANTHE



ads of engineering & medical 
institutes. Also you’d get to 
know that almost everyone you 
know is studying engineering 
or medical or is an engineer or 

develop an interest towards 

-
ents in some way force you to 
choose them. And still, if you 
don’t get the marks needed to 
enter the institute, all the com-
plex processes would be ap-
plied.

the fault of students; it’s the fault 
of society. If we give our children 
complete freedom to become 
whatever they want to, then this 
problem wouldn’t have hap-
pened. Everyone would choose 
what he or she wants to. Then, 
this world would have the priv-
ilege to give births to lots of Ein-
steins, Vincis, Edisons, Harveys 

we’ve very small numbers of Ed-
isions among lots of engineers, & 
very small numbers of Harveys 
among lots of doctors. Now, why 

defect is with the society.

-
gineers, there’re small numbers of doctors & en-

Others are just those who became doctors & en-
gineers by complex processes. And these oth-

didn’t choose for reasons mentioned above. If 

-

-
ers interference. It should be solely personal. If 
you want to become an engineer, go with your 
dream. If you want to become an astronaut, go 
with your dream. If you want to be a writer, go 
with your dream. If you want to be a singer, go 
with your dream. If you want to be………, go with 

your life. Never hesitate of doing something you 
know, is right for you, & you want to do. These 
are some of the things came to my mind, which 
can be done. There may be more things which 

the system is the education. Our education sys-
tem should teach children to choose professions 
according to their talents, instead of choosing 

should take care of the fact that children explore 
themselves & choose to become whatever they 
want to. Any ill thinking of society shouldn’t pre-
vent them in doing so.

I just want to say that we’ve lot of options ahead 
of us. We can choose what we want to. The World 

doctor or an engineer or an artist or a business-
man or a politician or a social worker or a sports 
person or an actor or whatever you are, it’s not 
of any interest .The interest is in what you can 

life, choose your profession according to your 
talents, become what you want, & rock the world 

Choose a job you love, and you will                         
never have to work a day in your life.“ ”



Computers can be used to learn 
or comprehend the understanding 
of all subjects, be it physics, aero-
bics, swimming, biology, mathemat-
ics, agriculture, chemistry, business 
administration or commerce, just to 
name a few. In education, comput-
ers are used to project information 
to individuals in the classrooms or 
anywhere education is taking place, 
in churches, homes, schools, confer-
ence halls and so on. It is also used 
to convey the logic of a subject or 
behind a topic. Computers play 
an important role in educating our 
minds. With the usage of computers, 
we are able to learn, we are able 
to devise new ways of doing things. 
The use of computers in education 
allows us to convey instructions or 
ideas by all means. Globalizations 
of the entities comprising the learn-
ing processes are the computer con-

The most important aspect of comput-
er science is problem solving, an es-
sential skill for life. Students study the 
design, development and analysis of 
software and hardware used to solve 
problems in a variety of business, sci-

computers solve problems to serve 

side to computer science as well.

Computer scientists are involved in 
creating technology and systems that 
are used in a wide range of industries, 
including medicine, communications, 
entertainment, manufacturing, busi-
ness, and science. CS research pushes 
the state-of-the-art in computing the-
ory and practice, and it leads to new 
technologies that change the world, 
such as the personal computer, the in-
ternet, cell phones, social media, and 
much more, as well as new discover-
ies in science and engineering, new 
possibilities for social science and the 
humanities, and creative collabora-
tions with the arts.

By Ashutosh Muthyala



Computer Science is an exciting, challenging, and 
growing field that impacts the world and everyday life 

in countless ways. ”
“

1. Computing is part of everything we do! 
-

lenging problems. 
3. Computing enables you to make a positive difference in 
the world.  
4. Computing offers many types of lucrative careers.
5. Computing jobs are here to stay, regardless of where you 
are located.

is something else.
7. Computing offers great opportunities for true creativity 
and innovativeness.
8. Computing has space for both collaborative work and in-
dividual effort.
9. Computing is an essential part of well-rounded academic 
preparation.
10. Future opportunities in computing are without boundar-
ies.

Top ten reasons to choose Computer 



Chasing your idol’s lifestyle is okay but question 
yourself if your idol chase, anyone, to become what 
they are now? Think of a rose… if it had chased to 
look like a sunflower, we would have one less flow-
er species and your love proposals would miss all 
the roses. Every one of us is made to look different 
because we are all one of a kind. Defining that, one 
should follow their ideas, thoughts and stop com-
paring oneself with others. There is no comparison 
between the sun and the moon. Both shine when it’s 
their time. Run your own race. Just like one prob-
lem has many alternate solutions, one life can be 
led in contrasting ways and it all depends on how 
you learn to unleash your way of life. The world 
needs you to be the best version of yourself because 
everyone discards the copies.

t’s already been years now that you are living with 
yourself. Remind yourself of what you like. It could 
be your favourite food or colour or shoes or movie 
or music. It could be your past decisions or future 
plans, your type of friends. All these things can be 
a source to define who you really are by adding 
what you really like.

How to be your

“ C’mon superhero… No one is 
you, that is your superpower      ”

BE
(YOU)-TIFUL

BY MOGHAL SHADAN AFROZ



 Are you energetic? Optimistic? Stub-
born? Humble? Rude? Know all of the adjectives that describes you. 
This helps you to know your strengths and weaknesses.

 Turns out dogs you hated as a kid because they 
looked scary are now your favourite animal? Yes, changes in likes and 
dislikes occur in everyone’s life as we grow mature. Learn to accept 
those changes even if they are conflicting with your older beliefs. 

  One who has no evaluation 
skill of art might buy some 10k worth frog’s painting just because their 
rich friend influenced them to do it. They might be regretting their 
purchase now, so they won’t buy something like that again. Here is the 
point you realize that just because you did something bad in the past 
doesn’t have to be repeated. Positive point here is that now you know 
what decision to make which you might never regret. Recycle the bad 
decisions from the past into golden points to remember ‘Doing what 
should be avoided in the future’.

  Know when to ignore other peo-
ple’s opinions. Be wise enough to distinguish among good, sarcastic, 
rude, demotivating, encouraging comments. Send the motivating 
comments to ‘Happy’ bin of your brain and ‘demoralizing’ comments 
to ‘Trash’ bin. Some of the comments and judgment by well-wishers 
might be words of blessings in disguise so critics are for the good. Make 
sure that ‘your’ life is all about ‘your’ decisions.
 
   Everything that shines isn’t gold. Don’t make 
any beauty parameters. Everyone is beautiful in their own way. Learn 
to not say ‘ugly’ but say ‘different’. A zebra might consider itself not so 
aesthetic than a cute squirrel but it’s white and black texture is adored 
by many of us and used as a pattern for many things. Everything and 
everyone has beauty with them. Find it.

Finally, chill out. Don’t be afraid to work on your dreams just because 
some others told they can’t come true. Don’t give up on the first try of 
attempting an uncommon approach to do something. Be brave to fol-
low the way your heart desired for. Become better YOU, not copy of a 
FEW. Be unique, Be you. There is nothing alive and truer than being 
the real you.



�e Amazon rainforest also known in English as 
Amazonia or �e Amazon Jungle, is a moist
broad leaf tropical rainforest in the Amazon biome 
that covers most of the Amazon basin of
South America.�is basin encompasses 
7,000,000km of which 5,500,000km covered by
the rainforest.�is region includes territory        
belonging to nine nations.�e Amazon represents
over half of the planet’s remaining rainforests, and 
comprises the largest and most biodiverse
tract of tropical rainforest in the world, with an 
estimated 390 billion individual trees divided into
16,000 species.

           BY AKANKSHA AGARWAL



For most of human history, deforestation in the   
Amazon was primarily the product of
subsistence farmers who cut down trees to produce-
crops for their families and local consumption.But 
in the later part of the 20th century, that began to 
change, with an increasing proportion of deforesta-
tion driven by industrial activities and large scale 
agriculture.
By the 2000s more than three-quarters of frest clear-
ing in the Amazon was for cattle-ranching.
Several trends are contributing to industrial conver-
sion in the Amazon rainforest.
Increased government incentives in the form of loans 
and infrastructure spending, including
roads and dams.
Scaled up private sector �nance due to growing inter-
estin “emergingmarkets” and rising domestic wealth.
Surging demand for commodities like beef, soy, sug-
ar, and palm oil.

Cattle ranching is the leading cause of deforesta-
tion in the Amazon rainforest.In Brazil, this has
been the case since atleast the 1970s: government-
�gures attributed 38 percent of deforestation from 
1966-1975 to large-scale cattle ranching.Today 
the �gure in Brazil is closer to 70percent.Most of 
the beef is destined for urban markets, where as 
leather and other cattle products are primarily for 
export markets.
Colonization and subsequent subsistence agricu 
lture.Historically, subsistence agriculture has been 
an important cause of deforestation in the
Amazon.Small-scale agriculture has o�en been 
facilitated by government colonization programs 
aiming to alleviate urban population pressure by 
redistributing or granting rural land to the poor.
In some cases these programs have failed to meet-
their development goals while simultaneously 
unleashing an environmental Armageddon.
�e 2019 Amazon rainforest wild �res season saw 
a year-to-year surge in �res occurring in the
Amazon rain forest and Amazon biome within-
Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay, and Peru during that
year’s Amazonian tropical dry season.Fires nor-
mally occur around the dry season as slash and 
burn methods are used to clear the forest to 
make way for agriculture, livestock, logging, and 
mining, leading to deforestation of the Amazon 
rainforest.Such activity is generally illegal within 
these nations, but enforcement of environmen-
tal protection can be lax.�e increased rates of 
�re counts in 2019 led to international concern 
about the fate of the Amazon rainforest, which 
is the world’s largest carbondioxide sink and 
plays a signi�cant role in global climate change.



 

 

Jayapal Medida, 
Associate Professor, 
mrcetjp@gmail.com 

 
 
What is an IoT? 
Internet of Things (IoT) is an ecosystem of connected physical objects that are accessible through 
the internet. The ‘thing’ in IoT could be a person with a heart monitor or an automobile with built-in-
sensors, i.e. objects that have been assigned an IP address and have the ability to collect and 
transfer data over a network without manual assistance or intervention. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
An IoT platform is a multi-layer technology that enables straightforward provisioning, management, 
and automation of connected devices within the Internet of Things universe. It basically connects 
your hardware, however diverse, to the cloud by using flexible connectivity options, enterprise-grade 
security mechanisms, and broad data processing powers. For developers, an IoT platform provides 
a set of ready-to-use features that greatly speed up development of applications for connected 
devices as well as take care of scalability and cross-device compatibility. 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why IoT is important 
The internet of things helps people live and work smarter as well as gain complete control over their 
lives. In addition to offering smart devices to automate homes, IoT is essential to business. IoT 
provides businesses with a real-time look into how their companies’ systems really work, delivering 
insights into everything from the performance of machines to supply chain and logistics operations. 
IoT enables companies to automate processes and reduce labor costs. It also cuts down on waste 
and improves service delivery, making it less expensive to manufacture and deliver goods as well 
as offering transparency into customer transactions. 
 
Benefits of IoT 

 Monitor their overall business processes; 
 Improve the customer experience; 
 Save time and money; 
 Enhance employee productivity; 
 Integrate and adapt business models; 
 Make better business decisions; and 
 Generate more revenue. 

 
Pros and cons of IoT 

 As the number of connected devices increases and more information is shared between 
devices, the potential that a hacker could steal confidential information also increases; 

 Enterprises may eventually have to deal with massive numbers -- maybe even millions -- of 
IoT devices and collecting and managing the data from all those devices will be challenging. 

 If there’s a bug in the system, it’s likely that every connected device will become corrupted; 
 Since there’s no international standard of compatibility for IoT, it’s difficult for devices from 

different manufacturers to communicate with each other. 
The future of IoT 

 Bain & Company expects annual IoT revenue of hardware and software to exceed $450 
billion by 2020. 

 McKinsey & Company estimates IoT will have an $11.1 trillion impact by 2025. 
 IHS Markit believes the number of connected IoT devices will increase 12% annually to 

reach 125 billion in 2030. 
 Gartner assesses that 20.8 billion connected things will be in use by 2020, with total spend 

on IoT devices and services to reach $3.7 trillion in 2018. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sambasivudu.Madduru, 
              Associate Professor, 

mrcetss@gmail.com 

 

 

What is ETL? 
ETL is defined as a process that extracts the data from different RDBMS source systems, then 
transforms the data (like applying calculations, concatenations, etc.) and finally loads the data into 
the Data Warehouse system. ETL full-form is Extract, Transform and Load. It's tempting to think a 
creating a Data warehouse is simply extracting data from multiple sources and loading into 
database of a Data warehouse. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
ETL is a recurring activity (daily, weekly, monthly) of a Data warehouse system and needs to be 
agile, automated, and well documented. ETL testing is performed before data is moved into a 
production data warehouse system. It is also known as table balancing or production 
reconciliation. The main goal of ETL testing is to identify and mitigate data defects. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 

What is the purpose of ETL? 
 It helps companies to analyze their business data for taking critical business decisions. 
 Transactional databases cannot answer complex business questions that can be answered 

by ETL. 
 A Data Warehouse provides a common data repository 
 ETL provides a method of moving the data from various sources into a data warehouse. 
 As data sources change, the Data Warehouse will automatically update. 
 Well-designed and documented ETL system is almost essential to the success of a Data 

Warehouse project. 
Benefits of ETL 

 Enhanced business intelligence; 
 Increased query and system performance; 
 Timely access to data; 
 Enhanced quality and consistency; 
 High return on investment; 
 Make better business decisions; 
 Generate more revenue. 

 
Pros and cons of ETL 

 good for bulk data movements with complex rules and transformation.  
 make maintenance and traceability much easier than hand-coding Since.  
 good for data warehouse environment. 
 you must be a data oriented developer or database analyst to use. 
 not ideal for near real-time or on-demand data access, where fast response is required. 



 

 

 takes months to put into place. 
  difficult to keep up with changing requirements 

 
 
The future of ETL 

 ETL is a product of the relational database era and it has not evolved much in last decade. 

 the arrival of new cloud-native tools and platform, 

 ETL is becoming obsolete. 

 There are several emerging data trends that will define the future of ETL in 2019.





A cryptocurrency is a digital cur-
rency that is created and managed 
through the use of advanced en-
cryption techniques known as cryp-
tography. Cryptocurrency made 
the leap from being an academic 
concept to (virtual) reality with the 
creation of Bitcoin in 2009.

BY PATHAN SUFIYA KHAN & PATIL SRUJAN



 
Bitcoin is one of the decentralized crypto 
currency that uses peer-to-peer technol-
ogy, which enables all functions such as 
currency issuance, transaction processing 
and veri�cation to be carried out collec-
tively by the network. While this decen-
tralization renders Bitcoin free from gov-
ernment manipulation or interference, the 
�ipside is that there is no central authority 
to ensure that things run smoothly or to 
back the value of a Bitcoin.

Bitcoins are created digitally through a 
“mining” process that requires powerful 
computers to solve complex algorithms 
and crunch numbers. �ey are current-
ly created at the rate of 25 Bitcoins every 
10 minutes and will be capped at 21 mil-
lion, a level that is expected to be reached 
in 2140. �e value of a Bitcoin is wholly 
dependent on what investors are willing 
to pay for it at a point in time. As well, if 
a Bitcoin exchange folds up, clients with 
Bitcoin balances have no recourse to get 
them back. 

Bitcoin is a technological tour de force ”“



The Future
A cryptocurrency that aspires to become part of 
the mainstream �nancial system may have to sat-
isfy widely divergent criteria. It would need to 
be mathematically complex (to avoid fraud and 
hacker attacks) but easy for consumers to under-
stand,decentralized but with adequate consumer 
safeguards and protection and preserve user an-
onymity without being a conduit for tax evasion, 
money laundering and other nefarious activities.
Since these are formidable criteria to satisfy but if 
we satisfy these criterias in a near future we can 
we have this as our currency too.

Increasing Scrutiny

Bitcoin’s main bene�ts of decentralization and 
transaction anonymity have also made it a favored 
currency for a host of illegal activities including 
money laundering, drug peddling, smuggling and 
weapons procurement. �is has attracted the at-
tention of powerful regulatory and other govern-
ment agencies such as the Financial Crimes En-
forcement Network (FinCEN), the SEC, and even 
the FBI and Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS). 



Should we Invest in Cryptocurrencies?

If we are considering investing in cryptocurrencies, 
it may be best to treat our “investment” in the same 
way we would treat any other highly speculative ven-
ture. In other words, recognize that we run the risk 
of losing most of our investment, if not all of it. As 
stated earlier, a cryptocurrency has no intrinsic val-
ue apart from what a buyer is willing to pay for it at a 
point in time. �is makes it very susceptible to huge 
price swings, which in turn increases the risk of loss 
for an investor.



Human brain is the most valuable cre-
ation of  the god. A man is called intel-
ligent because of  brain. But this intelli-
gence is only upto the existence of  that 
person. What about that intelligence af-
ter a person’s death ? Is there any way 
to transfer his/her  valuable intelligence 
to another person or to guide future 
generations ?Is it possible to create ar-
tificial brain? These questions  came up 
with a solution called “BLUE BRAIN”.
As in name blue brain doesn’t mean a 
brain in blue color infact it means an 
ARTIFICIAL BRAIN. Scientists are now 
in research to create a brain that can 
think,respone,take decisions and keep 
it  in the memory.

What exactly a virtual 
brain?

The IBM is now developing a virtual 
brain called as “BLUE BRAIN”.it would 
be the world’s first virtual brain and it 
is estimated that we would be able to 
scan ourselves totally into computers 
within 30 years of  time span. A virtual 
brain is a machine that can function as 
a brain.

HOW THE HUMAN BRAIN CAN BE 
UPLOADED ?

The uploading of  human brain is possi-
ble by using of  a small robots known as 
Nanobots. These small robots are small 
enough to travel through the circulato-
ry system. These robots travelling into 
brain and spine can monitor the activ-
ities and structure of  our central ner-
vous system. They will be able to pro-
vide the interface with computer that is 
as close as our mind can be while we 
still reside in our biological forms. This 
information when entered into the com-
puter can function same as our brains.

WORKING:

In the similar way to the actual neurons 
present in the brain the scientists have 
created artificial neurons by replac-
ing them with silicon chips. It has also 
been tested these neurons can receive 
the inputs from the sensory cells.
The interpretation of  the impulse which 
are electric are received by the artifi-
cial neurons can be done by the means 
offset of  registers. 



The different values in these registers 
will represent the different states of  the 
brain. Based  on the states of  the regis-
ters the output signals can be given to 
the artificial neurons in the body which 
will be received by the sensory cell. It 
is impossible to store the data perma-
nently in the secondary memory. In the 
similar way the required states of  the 
registers can be stored permanently 
and when required the information can 
be retrived and used.

MERITS:

We can store the data without any ef-
fort. Decisions can be made without 
presence of  the  person. Even after the 
death of  the person his/her intelligence 
can be used. The activity of  the differ-
ent animals can be understood which 
can be done by the interpretation part.

DEMERITS:

Person becomes dependent on the 
computers. Others may use the tech-
nology in a desolate way. Computer vi-
ruses will pose on the increasingly crit-
ical threat.

CONCLUSION:

We will be able to transform our-
selves into computers at some 
point of  time. They are either 
simply minded or simply require 
further time to increase the tech-
nological basics. The serious 
threats will be  overcome as we 
note the combination of  biologi-
cal and digital technologies.

BY SAIF AND AFREEN
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Vision & Mission

Vision

To acknowledge quality education and instill high patterns of discipline 
making the students technologically superior and ethically strong which 

involves the improvement in the quality of life in human race .

Mission
To achieve and impart holistic technical education using the best of infra

structure, outstanding technical and teaching expertise to establish the 

Evolving the center of excellence through creative and innovative teach
ing learning practices for promoting academic achievement to produce 

internationally accepted competitive and world class professionals.
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